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This paper presents an optimization procedure and the associated complexity 
analyses for nonserial dynamic programs involving various types of loop structures. 
Although in general the optimization of single loop systems requires two-dimen- 
sional memory space, we prove that under the assumption of linear transition and 
return functions, the processing of the main serial chain can be reduced to a one- 
dimensional optimization problem. For more complex structures, we consider 
dependent and independent multi-loop systems. Although dependent systems create 
a rapid increase in the complexity of algorithms, we accomplish a dramatic reduc- 
tion in dimensionality by investigating the optimal absorption stage for the com- 
bined loop return. For interactive loops we introduce a node partitioning type 
algorithm. 0 1986 Academkc Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~DUOTI~N 
The classical classes of nonserial dynamic programming networks 
usually considered in the literature are: converging, diverging, feedback and 
feedforward loop systems. A general introduction to these problems is 
given by Esogbue and Marks [ 111 while efficient computational 
algorithms for processing them are discussed by Esogbue [13]. In this 
paper, we focus on the nonserial network involving loops. Our interest is 
an in-depth analysis of both the basic and complex loop systems. We first 
develop a very efhcient dynamic programming procedure for each of the 
two simple loop systems and then consider more complex looping 
scenarios. 
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A loop system is typically classified as either a feedforward or feedback 
system according as the divergence or convergence nature of the loop. A 
feedforward loop system is akin to the diverging branch system in which 
the branch output feeds into the main serial system at stage j. Thus, it may 
be viewed as a simple combination of diverging and converging branch 
systems. The divergence occurs at stage k while the convergence takes place 
at node ,j, j < k. The basic structure is depicted in Fig. 1.1. 
A feedback loop system is identical to a feedforward system except that 
the relative positions of stages j and k are reversed. In the feedback loop 
system as shown in Fig. 1.2, k < j, where k is the diverging stage and j the 
converging stage. Since the optimization procedure as well as the com- 
putational complexity of the two systems are analogous we will examine 
the feedforward loop system in the single-loop structure (see Esogbue [ 131 
for the feedback loop system). 
Let the transformations and returns which are the same as in the usual 
serial ones for all stages other than .j and k be defined as follows: 
Clearly, this is a more difficult system to treat than any other basic non- 
serial structure. A fundamental observation which supports this viewpoint 
is the fact that the branch is both diverging and converging. Thus, in 
general, the loop input xM, as well as the output so, affects the return from 
the serial system. As a consequence of this important fact, if the loop is 
optimized separately as a serial system, its optimal return must be deter- 
mined as a function of both its input and output. In effect, we have the 
initial-final value problem. There are thus at least two possible routes to 
the computational scheme. The optimal branch return can be absorbed 
into the main serial process either at the converging stage j or the diverging 
stage k. In either case, it must be noted that a two-state variable dynamic 
programming problem results for the loop optimization. 
Another difficulty in treating the loop system is in the fact that since the 
variable x,+,, is the transition input, it needs to be kept as an additional 
state variable for stages j,..., k - 1 of the main serial chain. To minimize the 
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computational burden, adroit schema must be sought to reduce the vector 
optimization problems to that of a series of one-variable optimization 
problems. 
2. SINGLE-LOOP SYSTEMS 
The optimization procedure and the complexity analysis will be presen- 
ted for the general case of single-loop systems. Conditions that reduce the 
dimensionality will also be examined. 
2.1. Optimization of’ the Single-Loop System 
We present a procedure for the feedforward loop system in which the 
absorption of the loop occurs at stage j. A special form of the decom- 
position principle is applied to this loop system at the junction stage j. In 
the procedure, there are essentially two main steps involving the loop 
system and the main serial system. The optimization procedure is 
illustrated in the flow chart of Fig. 2.1. 
2.1.1. Optimization qf the Loop System 
The loop consisting of stages 11 through Ml is optimized to find the 
optimal loop returnf,,(x,,, .xhfl ). This procedure is the same as the one in 
the converging branch system treated in [ 13 J. Notice that this is a two- 
state variable dynamic programming problem. 
2.1.2. Optimization of the Main Serial System 
The following three phases in the procedure may be considered. 
2.1.2a. For the stages from 1 to j- 1. The optimal return from node 1 
to the node preceding the converging node j is obtained by using the usual 
recursive procedure, i.e., 
.fI(-~I)=myCr,(d~Iv d,)l 
.fJx,) = nyx [rn(,xn, d,) +.f,-- ,(tnCx,, 4))1, n = L.., j- 1. 
2.1.2b. For stages from j to k- 1. At stage j, the optimal loop return 
fMl(XOlI XMl ) is absorbed into the main serial process. The optimization of 
the loop input xML is deferred to stage k. Hence, xnrL is carried as a state 
variable in stages j through k- 1. The recursive equations are 
= max ,!YMI(-~oI, -~MI) + max Crj(Xj, X01~dj) +fi- ICtjtxjv x01, d,))ll -Yl I 4 
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FIG. 2.1. Flow chart of the feedforward loop algorithm. 
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FIG. 2.1-Continued. 
and 
= mtx Cr,h 4) +L M-L dA xdl, for n =j+ I,..., k - 1. 
2.1.2~. For stages k through N. At stage k, the state variable x,,,, is 
replaced with the transition function t,,. The remaining stages are 
optimized as usual serial systems: 
This concludes the optimization phase for the loop system. The 
optimization of the loop is the two-dimensional initial-final value problem. 
The optimal loop return is thus a function of loop input and output. Usual 
serial procedure is followed for stages 1 through j- 1 of the main serial 
chain. At stage j, the loop return is absorbed into the main chain and 
optimized over the decision d, and the loop output x0,. Since the loop 
input xM, is a transition input, it needs to be carried as the additional state 
variable during the optimization for the stages j through k - 1. Thus two- 
dimensional optimization results for the stages. This two-dimensional 
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optimization problem is then reduced to one-dimension at stage k. It is due 
to the replacement of the two-state variables xk _ , and x,,,,, with Sk. The 
procedure thus provides optimal system return and optimal decision at 
each stage after the analysis of the last stage in the main serial process. 
In the above, notice that the optimization procedure at stages j through 
k - 1 needs the two-dimensional function; one for the stage input variable 
-x,, and the other for the loop input x,~,. In Section 2.3, we show that this 
process can be reduced to the one-dimensional optimization problem under 
some mild conditions. 
2.2. Complexity Analysis of’ the Single-Loop System 
To analyze various types of loop systems we employ the approach of 
[ 131 and examine the space complexity as well as the computational com- 
plexity of the single-loop system using the general case as our model. 
2.2.1. Space Complexity of Single-Loop Systems 
The storage demand of the single-loop system is characterized by the 
following two aspects: 
(1) The demand for the loop is analyzed as in the single converging 
branch system [ 131; 
(2) The demand for the main serial system is different from the 
diverging or converging branch system; loop input .Y must be carried as an 
additional state variable for stages j through k - 1, which in general leads 
to the two-dimensional optimization problem for the main serial process. 
Now. we define u,, I,, u,,,, and i,n, as 
and 
I, < .Yn d u,, n = l,..., IV. 
Ll G -~??%I f UrnI 7 m = 0, 1 ,..., M. 
By assuming that all the input variables are integer-valued, let K, and K,,,, , 
respectively, be the number of discretizations of -yn and x,,,, . Also, let K and 
K, be defined as 
K=max K, 
,I 
and 
K, = max K,,,, 
r?, 
Then the storage demand of the single-loop system is analyzed as follows: 
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(1) The demand for the loop becomes 
Wf2) KIK?,, 
where MK, K,, is for the memory of optimal decision value for each pair of 
stage input and branch output, while 2K,K,, is for the computation of the 
stage returns using the technique for the initial-final value problem. 
(2) The demand for the main serial system is 
(k-j)KK,,+(N-k+j)K+2KK,w,. 
The first two terms of the above expression are for the memory of optimal 
decisions. The optimal decision is obtained for each pair of input variables 
(x,, xMl) at stages n = j ,..., k- 1. It is a function of the stage input x, at all 
other stages n = I,..., j- 1, k ,..., N. The last term of the storage demand is 
for the computation of stage returns at the main serial system. Note that in 
the converging branch system, the optimal branch return was combined at 
the converging stage s, and the branch input -xMI could be optimized as a 
function of x,. However, in the loop structure the loop input xM, can not 
be optimized at the converging stage j, since it is not the choice input but 
the transition input from stage k. Thus, xM, needs to be carried as a state 
variable for stages j through k - 1, which leads to the two-dimensional 
optimization as expressed in the above storage requirement. 
If we assume 
K,,, = K,,, = K, = K, 
then the total storage demand of the single-loop system becomes 
(M+k-j+4)K2+(N-k+j)K. (2.1) 
2.2.2. Computational Complexity of Single-Loop Systems 
To analyze the computational complexity of the loop systems, we assume 
P discretizations of each decision variable d, and d,,,, . We will examine the 
number of elementary operations (addition and comparisons) in the 
process of the optimization of the loop and the main serial system. 
2.2.2a. Complexity of the loop. In the process of loop optimization, 
note that the first stage of the loop, i.e., stage 11 does not require addition 
operation. Only comparisons are needed for the optimal decision for each 
pair of (x0,, xI1 ). When we assume K discretizations for each input state, 
the number of comparisons at stage 11 becomes PK*. 
For the remaining stages, the numbers of the two operations are iden- 
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tical at each stage. Thus, the following computational demand is required 
for the loop: 
number of additions, (M- I) PK’: 
number of comparisons, MPK”; 
total number of operations, (2M - 1) PK’. 
2.2.2b. Complexity of the main serial system. As discussed in Section 
2.1, the optimization of the main serial chain is one-dimensional for stages 
1 throughj- 1 and k through N. It is two-dimensional for nodes j through 
k - 1. Thus. each stage before node j requires PK additions and PK com- 
parisons except the initial stage. There is no addition operation at the first 
stage. At the converging stage j, optimal decision d, is obtained for each 
pair of (x,, x,,) and x0,, since the optimal loop return is absorbed at this 
stage. The loop output x0, is eventually optimized in the process of the 
determination of the optimal decision at stage j. Thus, PK’ additions and 
comparisons are performed at this stage. 
The operations needed for the nodes j+ 1 through k - 1 in the main 
serial system analyzed as in the loop, require PK’ additions and com- 
parisons at each stage. The remaining stages from the divergence node ,k to 
N have the same performance as in the stages before the convergence 
node j. 
Hence, the computational complexity of the main serial system is given 
as follows: 
number of additions, PK’+(k-j-l)PK’+(j+N-k-I)PK: 
number of comparisons, PK’+(k-j-I)PK’+(j+N-k)PK; 
total number of operations, 2PK’+2(k-.j- 1) PK’ 
+ {2(j+N-k)- 11 PK. 
From the above result, note that 2(k -.j- 1) PK’ in the total number of 
operations is for the stages j + 1 through k - 1 where the two-dimensional 
optimization is required. In the analysis of the loop, we need (2M - 1) PK’ 
operations for the M nodes of the loop. Thus, the complexity at the stages 
j+ l,..., k - 1 of the main serial system is considered to be identical to that 
for the stages in the loop. 
We now illustrate the computational requirements of the single-loop 
system with a set of problems. In these problems, 10 discretizations 
(K= 10) for each input variable were used. In each problem, the loop 
diverges from the last stage, i.e., k = N and converges to the initial stage, 
i.e., ,j = 1 of the main serial system. From Table 2.1. we see that the increase 
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TABLE 2.1 
Computational Demands of the Single Loop System-CPU Time in Seconds 
and Storage Words (Numbers in the Parentheses) 
M = Number of stages in the loop 
N = Number of stages in 
the main serial system 1 2 3 4 
3 .312 (710) ,364 (810) ,427 (910) .466 (1010) 
4 ,364 (810) ,418 (910) .473 (1010) .528 (1110) 
5 ,424 (910) ,469 (1010) ,516 (1110) ,597 (1210) 
in CPU time is approximately linear with respect to the number of stages 
in the main serial system. It is also linear to the number of stages in the 
loop. This result seems to be due to the fact that both the main serial 
system and the loop require the two-dimensiona optimization probiems. 
2.3. Reduction of Dimensonality in the Loop System 
In the previous section, we have noticed that the procedure both for the 
feedforward loop and the main serial system is a series of two-variable 
optimization problems. In this section, we show that the two-dimensional 
optimization of the main serial system can be reduced to one-dimension 
under the linearity assumption of the transition and return functions. Even 
though it is a reduction from two- to one-dimension in a single-loop 
system, the reduction effect is considerable in a system with many loops 
overlapped as shown in Fig. 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.1. rf’the return r,, and transition t,, for n = I,..., j, in a single 
feedforward loop system (see Fig. 1.1) are linear functions of input x, and 
decision d,,, then the optimization of the main serial system is one-dimen- 
sional. 
ProoJ: Let r, and d,, be defined as the following linear functions: 
r,(x,, 4) = A,x, + B,d,, n = l,..., j- 1, 
t,(x,, 4A = as,, + b,d,, n=l ,..., j - 1, 
rj(xj, -TOI, dj) = A,xi + AjxoI + Bjdj, 
and 
rj(x,, xoI, dj) = ajxj + a;x,,, + bjdj. 
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It is obvious that for stages 1 through j- 1, the n-stage return function 
fn(xn) is obtained as a function of the input variable x,~. Let the optimal 
j- 1 stage return function be given ash- ,(,lr,- ,) = AX_, + B. Then, at the 
converging stagej, we have 
Since 
+f,-l(+,, -x01, qj11. 
and 
Tj(Xj, xOI 9 dj) = A,x~ + A,‘-~01 + Bid, 
tj(~j, ~01) di) = a,sVj + u;xO~ + bjdj, 
Eq. (2.2) is written as 
(2.2) 
+max[(.4,+Auj).~j+(Bj+Ab,)dj+B+(A~+Au~).uo,]] 
4 
=m~[(Aj+Aaj)x,+(B,+Abj)dj+B] 
+ max CM; + Aal) .xoI +LwL(-~,wl, -~~)l. (2.3 ) 
.ro1 
Let d,+ and .x&, respectively, be the optimal values of di and -x0,, then by 
letting 
and 
we have 
gjl(~i)=(A,+Aujj-Xi+(B,+Ab~)d~+B 
gjdx,,) = (A; + Aq’) -G +.fiz,,(~~o*l, s.t,Ij, 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
f/(Myj, dyA41) = gjltxj) + gjz(xMl ). (2.6) 
Now at stage j + 1, the stage return function is expressed as 
J;.+l(-xj+ 13 xMl )=maxCrj+!(~~j+,,d~+,)+~~fi(~j+r(-~j+~,d,+~),~~,~,)l d,+ I 
= max Crj+ ,(Xj+ I3 dj+ 1) +gjl(fj+ 1(3c/+ I, dj+ 1)) +g.g(-~.w~ )I. d,+ I 
(2.7) 
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Again, by letting d,*, , be the optimal decision and 
g,+~,~(~Kj+t)=rj+~(Sj+~,dJC+t)+,4jl(r,+t(,K,+,,1~,*,,)). 
Eq. (2.7) is expressed as 
(2.8) 
.6+1(x ,+,.-Y,w)= g,+,,I(-Y,, ,i-t<Y,,(.hI). (2.9) 
By proceeding through stage k - 1, we have g,- ,,,(xL ,). At stage k, by 
combining gJ?c,~,,) and g, ~~ ,,,(xk ,), we finally have 
The process for the remaining stages is also the usual one-dimensional 
serial optimization. Q.E.D. 
As proved above, by replacing fnfx,,, xM,) with g,,r(~,) + g,?(xnr,), for 
II = j,..., k - 1, we reduce the two-dimensional optimization to a one-dimen- 
sional problem. Hence, by storing g,,(x,,) at stage j, we need to update 
only the function g,,r(xn), for )I =,j ,..., k - I. 
In a feedback loop system, however, the reduction cannot be made due 
to the additional state variable x “, (see Fig. 1.2). Since the optimization 
over the loop output x0, is deferred to the converging stage j of the system, 
the stage return function at stage k, k i- I,..., j-~ 1 cannot be decomposed as 
in the case of the feedforward loop system. 
3. MULTILWP SYSTEMS 
Two types of multi-loop systems are discussed: the independent multi- 
loop system and the dependent multi-loop structure. A special case of the 
dependent loop system, interactive loop structure, is also examined. 
3.1. Analysis of hdependent Multi-Loop Systems 
Now, our attention shifts to a system with more than one loop. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Two loops are said to be independent if the decision 
vector of one loop is independent of the other. 
The independence thus enables each loop of the system to be optimized 
separately without regard to the other loops. For the analysis of more com- 
plex nonserial network systems, two types of loop structures are examined: 
the nonoverlapped loop system and the overlapped loop system. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. Let jP and k, be the convergence and divergence node 
of a loop p; any two loops p and q, for p -C q, are said to be nonoverlapped 
if and only if one of the following properties is satisfied: 
(i) j,<k,<j,<k, (both loops are feedforward); 
(ii) jp <k, < k, <j, (loop p is feedforward and q is feedback); 
(iii) k, < jp d j, <k, (loop p is feedback and q is feedforward); 
(iv) k, <j,, Q k, <j, (both loops are feedback). 
Figure 3.1 illustrates the nonoverlapped loop system while Fig. 3.2 
represents the overlapped loop structure. To simplify the optimization 
procedure we will study each system with two independent loops. In the 
computational complexity analysis, however, we will consider multi-loop 
structures and examine the effects of the number of loops. 
3.1.1. Nonoverlapped Loop Systems 
In a system with two nonoverlapped loops (see Fig. 3.1) the decisions 
(dll,..., d,,l) at one loop are independent of the decisions (d,z,..., dAfZ2) at 
the other loop. Thus, the basic optimization procedure of the system 
follows the one for the single-loop system. Each loop is optimized 
separately and absorbed into the main serial system either at the converg- 
ing or the diverging stage. An efficient optimization order that will be dis- 
cussed in the overlapped loop systems could also be applied to this system. 
3.1.2. Overlapped Loop Systems 
When two or more loops in a system are overlapped as in Fig. 3.2, the 
system complexity increases with the number of loops in the system. 
However, the increase can be lessened by choosing an appropriate 
optimization procedure. If the loops are optimized before the main serial 
process, the computational demand will be proportional to the number of 
loops. The optimal return of each loop needs to be stored before 
absorption to the main serial system. However, by computing and combin- 
ing each loop return whenever we reach the corresponding converging or 
diverging stage in the main serial process, the storage space for the com- 
putation of one loop return can be repeatedly used for all the other loops 
of the system. We present here an optimization procedure for the overlap- 
ped two-loop systems. 
3.1.1. Optimization Procedure of the Overlapped Two-Loop Systems 
(1) Starting from stage 1, obtain fj, ~~ ,(.x~, ~L). 
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(2) Compute the optimal first loop return f,,(.u,&,,,  x0,) and combine 
it at convergence stage j, as 
.r,,h-j,? -KM,,) 
= max C/OI(.~~,lr~~I)+~~C~i,~~,,,-~ol,~,,~+.fi,~L~~,,O~i,~-~~~l,~i,~~ll. G31 
Proceed along the serial process to stage j2 - 1 to have JjZ _ , ( x~~ , , .Y,,~ ). 
(3) At stage j2, obtain the optimal second-loop return .foz(~~,z12z, -roZ)
to obtain 
Proceed to stage k, - 1 and obtain fk, _ ,(xk, _ , , x ,,,, , , x,,,,~~). 
(4) At stage k,, the first loop input .x,~,,~ is replaced with the vector 
transition t,,(?r,,, dk,) as follows: 
By proceeding to stage k, - 1, obtain fkZ ~~ ,(.yk2 _~, , .Y,~~~). 
(5) At stage k?, the second loop input -Y,,,:~ is replaced with xkz and 
d,, using the vector transition t as 
The optimal system return f,,,(x,,,) is obtained by proceeding to stage N. 
The above is the procedure for a two-loop system. Any other complex 
systems could be optimized in the same manner. The procedure can also be 
applied to a system with feedback loops. The optimal loop return will be 
combined at the diverging stage and the optimization over the loop output 
will be carried at the converging stage of the loop. 
3.12. Complexity of the Overlapped Loop Systems 
In the above optimization procedure, each loop is optimized when the 
process has reached its converging stage of the main serial process. This 
calls for no additional memory space to store the optimal loop return in 
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general. Thus, by assuming K as the maximum discretization level of all the 
variables, the storage demand for the loops becomes 
(M, + M, + 2) K2. 
However, when the two loops converge into an identical node, an 
additional K2 memory space is indispensible to store the optimal return of 
one loop. 
The demand from the main serial system is affected both by the number 
of overlapped loops and their connectedness. From the optimization 
procedure, notice that the stage returns from j, to k, - 1 are a function of 
stage input variable x and two-state variables x,,,,,~ and x~~~, which 
employs a three-dimensional optimization problem. Two-dimensional 
optimization is performed at stages j, through jZ - 1 and k, through k, - 1. 
Thus, the storage demand from the main serial system becomes 
(k,-j2)K3+(j2-j,+k,)K2+(j,+N-kz)K+2K3. (3.1) 
In the worst case (both loops diverge from node N and converge into the 
initial node, i.e., j, =j, = 1 and k, = k, = N) the total space requirement for 
the two-overlapped-loop system is given by 
(N+1)K3+(M,+M1+3)K2+K. (3.2) 
The same result is followed for the system with feedback loops. Since the 
optimal loop return is combined at the diverging stage and the loop output 
variable is optimized at the converging stage, the same number of variables 
is kept for the stage return function at the main chain. Thus, the storage 
demand with the feedback loops results as in the Eq. (3.2). 
Now, consider a multi-loop system where the decision vector of each 
loop is independent of the other. Since the optimization of a loop is an 
initial-final value problem, it requires two-dimensional storage space for 
the optimal decisions. Again, the space for the computation of the optimal 
loop return can be successively used for all the independent loops. 
However, when two or more loops are connected to an identical node, 
additional memory space is required. If we let 
U, = number of feedforward loops converging into stage n 
+ number of feedback loops diverging from stage n, 
then the additional memory space to store the optimal loop return at stage 
n is given by U, - 1. Thus, the storage requirement for all the loops in the 
system becomes 
U=max(u,-1). 
” 
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Hence, the space complexity of the D independent loops becomes 
(2 M;+Z+u) K2. 
I=1 
(3.3) 
The storage demand of the main serial system depends on the structure 
of the overlapped loops. At each node between the diverging and converg- 
ing stage in the main serial system, a loop input needs to be carried as an 
additional state variable for the stage return function. Therefore, when 
many loops are overlapped, the number of additional variables required at 
each stage in the main serial system is determined by the number of 
overlapped loops at the stage. The worst case of this independent multi- 
loop system occurs when all D loops diverge from stage N and converge 
into stage 1 of the main serial system. In this case, all the loop input 
variables need to be kept in the stage return function from node 1 through 
N - 1. However, the loop optimization is still two-dimensional due to the 
independence of the loops. Thus, in the worst case, the computational 
storage requirement of the overlapped loop system becomes 
(N+ l)K’+’ 
t=I 
(3.4) 
In the next section, we examine the dependent multi-loop systems, the 
structure of which are more complicated than the independent loop case. 
3.2. Analysis of Depenclent Multi-Loop Systems 
We have so far discussed loop systems where the divergence and con- 
vergence of each loop occur at stages of the main serial system. In certain 
systems. however, a loop may diverge from or converge to another loop as 
shown in Fig. 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. Figure 3.3.1 depicts a system where a loop 
diverges from a stage of the other loop, while Fig. 3.3.2 shows a loop con- 
verging into the other loop. One important observation from the figures is 
that when a loop is connected to another loop, the decision vector of one 
loop affects that of the other. Therefore, the loops can not be optimized 
separately as in the independent loop structure. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Two loops are said to be dependent if either the 
divergence or the convergence of one loop occurs at the other loop. 
Note that in Fig. 3.3.1, by choosing nodes ( l,..., jl ,..., j, ,..., 1 l,..., kz l,.... 
M, 1 ,..., k , , . . . . N) as the main serial process, the system can be considered 
q 2. t 
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as the independent loop system. However, the analysis of these dependent 
loop structures will give some insights for the more complex network 
systems to be discussed. 
3.2.1. Optimization Procedure of the Dependent Multi-Loop SJlstems 
We now present an optimization procedure for the system of Fig. 3.3.1. 
Any other dependent multi-loop structures could be optimized by employ- 
ing this basic procedure. 
In the process of the optimization of the dependent multi-loop systems, it 
is important to realize that decision vector (dll,..., d,,,) of the first loop 
affects the decision (drz,..., dMlz) of the second loop. Hence, the two loops 
cannot be optimized separately. In effect, the optimal return of the second 
loop has to be combined with the return from the first loop. Thus, the com- 
bined return becomes a function of x,,,,, , x,,, , and x,,?. This combined loop 
return will then be absorbed into the main serial system either at stage j,, 
j,, or k,. A detailed study of the determination of the absorption stage is 
given in Section 3.3. Here, we give a procedure that absorbs the combined 
loop return at stage j, as follows: 
(1) Optimize the stages 12 through Mz2 and obtain the optimal 
second loop return fOz(xOz, xM2*). 
(2) Optimize the stages 11 through M, 1 in the following order: 
(a) Starting from 11, obtain fkZ _ ,,,(xOr, xkZ - ,,,). 
(b) At stage kz 1, combine the optimal second loop return as 
(c) Optimize the other stages in the first loop and determine 
fOl(XO, 7 x019 x.&f,1 ). 
(3) Optimize the stages in the main serial process as follows: 
(a) Starting from stage 1, proceed to stage j, - 1 to have 
fi,-.I(+,). 
(b) At stagej,, the stage output xiz- r is replaced with xiz, xoz, and 
dj2. By optimizing over dj19 we have the two-dimensional stage return 
fi2(xi?, x0*). Proceed to stagejr - 1 to obtain fj, _ ,(xj, _ L, x0?), 
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(c) Absorb the optimal loop return fol(xo,, ,yo2, xM,,) at stage j, 
and optimize over the loop outputs xol and .yo2 and decision variable d,, as 
follows: 
Optimize the stages j, + 1 through k, - 1 to have ./& ,(.Y~, _, , s,~~, , ).
(d) At stage k,, two variables xk,-, and x,~,,, are replaced with 
the vector transition fk,(xk,, dk,) as follows: 
Then proceeding to stage N, we have optimal system return .f,v( .Y lv). 
3.2.2. Complexity of the Dependent Multi-Loop Systems 
As illustrated in the previous optimization procedure, when a loop 
diverges from or converges into a stage of another loop, the loops in the 
system cannot be optimized independently. Thus, the computational 
advantage given to the independent multi-loop system cannot be offered to 
this dependent loop structure. Each loop calls for different storage space 
both for the computation of the optimal loop return and the memory of 
optimal decisions. The storage space for one loop cannot be used for the 
other loops due to the dependence of the loops. 
From the procedure, it is easily seen that stages k?l,..., M, 1 of the first 
loop require three-dimensional optimizations in which .yoL and xo2 need to 
be kept as the state variables. Clearly, the worst case occurs when the 
second loop diverges from the initial stage of the first loop. The second 
loop which has no loops converging or diverging is identical to the 
independent single-loop case discussed in Section 2. By assuming K as the 
maximum discretizations of all the input variables, the space complexity of 
the dependent wo-loop system is analyzed in the worst case as follows: 
(I ) The storage demand of the second loop is ( M2 + 2) K’. 
(2) The demand for the first loop is three-dimensional and given by 
(M, + 2) K3. 
(3) The optimization of the main serial system requires two-dimen- 
sional storage space which is given by (N + 2) K2. Thus, the total storage 
demand of the dependent wo-loop system becomes 
(M,+2)K3+(N+M2+4)KZ. (3.5) 
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Now, consider a dependent multi-loop system as shown in Fig. 3.4. Due 
to the dependence of the loop structure, each loop requires different com- 
putational storage space both for the optimal decisions and the com- 
putation of the loop return. For the system in Fig. 3.4, as an example, the 
optimization of the first loop is two-dimensional. The optimization of the 
second loop calls for three-dimensional storage space. The output -yO, of the 
first loop must be carried as a state variable together with the two second 
loop variables x02 and x,?, m = l,..., M,. For the third loop, the first loop 
output -yO1 and the second loop input .x,,,,~~ become additional state 
variables, which leads to a four-variable optimization. Finally, at the lowest 
loop, the mCstage return is a function of live variables x0,, x,~~~, -xo3, xo4, 
and s,,,~ for m = l,..., M,. 
Therefore, when a system has D dependent loops, the computational 
storage complexity for the loops becomes 
(M,+2)K’+(M,+2)K3+ ... +(MD+2)P+‘. (3.6) 
Each loop requires different size of storage space for the optimal decisions 
and the computation of the loop return. Clearly, the storage demand of this 
multi-dependent loop system is much more complex than the independent 
loop structure. 
The complexity of the main serial chain of the multi-dependent loop 
system cannot be determined explicitly. It is dependent on the absorption 
stage of the combined loop return. In the following section, we discuss this 
matter to minimize the dimensionality of the main serial system. 
3.3. Determination of the Optimal Absorption Stage 
of the Combined Loop Return 
In a dependent multi-loop structure, the storage demand for the 
optimization of the main serial system depends on the choice of the node at 
which the combined loop return is absorbed. As an example, the combined 
loop return of the system in Fig. 3.3.1 can be absorbed either at stagej,,j*, 
or at k,. To examine the optimal absorption stage we consider a more 
complex dependent loop system given in Fig. 3.4. Note that the combined 
loop return of this system is a function of live variables; three loop outputs 
X01 3 x03, and xo4 and two loop inputs .x,,~ and xkfd4. 
Here, to generalize our analysis let NL(p) be the total number of loop 
inputs and outputs connected to nodes after stage p of the main chain. 
Also, let NLO(p) be the number of loop outputs before stage p. Suppose 
that for the moment, we consider some stage p as a junction node. Then 
the p-stage return function is expressed with the following variables. 
r 
i 
4 
P 
I 
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(1) The stage input variable x,. 
(2) The remaining variables are determined by the absorption of the 
combined loop return. 
(a) If the combined loop return is absorbed at stage p, all the loop 
output variables up to stage p are optimized. Also. all the loop input 
variables up to stage p are replaced by the transition functions. Thus, only 
the loop input and output variables at the remaining stages p + I,..., N are 
carried as the state variables in the p-stage return function. 
(b) The same result is followed as in (a) when the absorption took 
place at a preceding node. 
(c) If the absorption is deferred to a later stage, then the loop out- 
put variables at stages I,..., p are carried in the p-stage return function. 
At all other stages which are neither the convergence nor the divergence 
stage of the loops, the optimal stage return is expressed with the same loop 
input and output variables as at the previous junction node. Thus, to deter- 
mine the optimal absorption stage of the combined loop return, we need to 
examine the number of variables required in the optimization at each 
junction node p. Clearly, the number of variables required for the stage 
return function when the absorption takes place at stage p is determined by 
G(pj=max(NL(pj+ 1, NLO(pj+ l), (3.7) 
where NL(p) + 1 and NLO(p) + 1 represent the maximum number of 
variables required for stages p + l,..., N and I,..., p - 1, respectively. Thus, 
the optimal stage of absorption is determined by choosing a junction node 
p that minimizes the maximum number of variables required as in 
min [max (NL(p) + 1, NLO(pj + l)]. 
P 
(3.8) 
As an example, in the system shown in Fig. 3.4, if we absorb the com- 
bined loop return at stage j,, then xOi is optimized and the j,-stage return 
is expressed with five variables xj, xo3, +,, x,~?~, and xMd4. However, if the 
return is absorbed at stage j,, then all the loop outputs, x~,, xo3, and xo4 
are optimized at this stage and the j,-stage return becomes a function of 
three variables .Y]~, x,,,,~, and xMd4. Table 3.1 illustrates the computations 
of Eq. (3.8 j together with the number of variables at each stage return 
function for five different absorption cases. In the table, it is shown that 
by absorbing the combined loop return at stage j,, the main serial system 
can be optimized using three-dimensional storage space. The space 
requirements for all other cases are greater than three-dimensions. 
When a system is mixed with feedforward and feedback loops, it is 
necessary to determine the optimal absorption stage with Eq. (3.8). All the 
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junction nodes have to be examined and the one that gives the minimum 
number of variables is to be selected. However, when a system consists of 
feedforward loops as in Fig. 3.4, the following three important properties 
need to be considered with regard to Eq. (3.8): 
( 1) NL( p) is a monotonically decreasing function of p; 
(2) NLO(p) is a nondecreasing function of p; 
(3) The maximum value of NLO(p) is obtained at the junction from 
which the first divergence of a loop occurs (e.g., junction k, of Fig. 3.4). 
Since the maximum value obtained at the first divergence node is also 
kept for the rest of the junctions in the main serial chain, the search 
algorithm for the optimal absorption stage can be accelerated by starting 
from the junction node where the first divergence of a loop takes place. 
Now, at each junction node p, one of the following three cases occurs: 
(i) NWp) = UP); 
(ii) NLO(p) < NL(p); 
(iii) NLO(p) > NL(p). 
In the first case it is clear (from properties 1 and 2) that current p is the 
optimal absorption stage of the combined loop return. In case (ii), since 
NL(p) is a monotonically decreasing function of p, the minimum of 
Eq. (3.8) is obtained at a later junction node. Finally, in case (iii) the 
optimal stage can be taken from an earlier junction node. 
In the algorithm to be presented, we assume that p represents the pth 
junction node of the main chain. 
Algorithm -for the Search of the Optimal Absorption Stage (Figure 3.5) 
Initialization. Choose the pth junction node in the main chain from 
which the first divergence of a loop takes place. Compute NLO(p), NL(p), 
and G(p) and go to Step 1. 
Step 1. If NLO(p) = NL(p), then stop. The pth junction node is the 
optimal absorption stage of the combined loop return. If NLO(p) < 
NL(p), then replace p with p + 1 and repeat this step. Otherwise, if 
NLO(p) > NL(p), then replace p with p - 1 and go to Step 2. 
Step 2. Compute NLO(p), NL(p), and G(p). If G(p) = G(p + 1 ), then 
stop. Both the pth and (p + l)st junction nodes are the optimal stage of 
absorption. Otherwise, if G(p) < G(p + 1 ), then go to Step 1. 
Since the algorithm takes into account all three cases at each junction 
node p, the search algorithm converges to the optimal absorption stage. 
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Inirialirarion: Choose the pth junction 
which is the lirst divergence node 
No 
1 Yes ---- 
I 
0 stop 
FIG. 3.5 Flow chart of the algorithm for the search of the optimal absorption stage. 
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When we apply the above algorithm to the dependent multi-loop system 
given in the Fig. 3.4, the same result is obtained as in the Table 3.1. The 
optimal solution occurs at stage j, of the main chain with G(j,) = 3. 
3.4. ANALYSIS OF INTERACTIVE Loops 
We now focus our attention on a system with interactive loops. 
DEFINITIONS 3.4. A loop is said to be interactive if both the input and 
output are connected to two different loops. 
Neither the divergence nor the convergence of an interactive loop is in 
the main serial system. Figures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 illustrate the interactions in 
multi-loop systems. Figure 3.6 shows a single interactive loop while 
Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 illustrate multi-interactive loops. We will first examine a 
system with one interaction and then discuss the effects of multi-interac- 
tions. 
3.4.1. Single Interactive Loop Qstems 
When an interactive loop exists between any two loops, the loops cannot 
be optimized independently. The interaction makes the two loops depen- 
dent; the decisions at one loop will impact on the decisions of the other 
loop through the interactive loop. As an example, in Fig. 3.6 the decision at 
stage cl of the first loop is influenced by the input variable xbfJ3 which is a 
function of decisions at stages M,2,..., d2, and the input xMZe of the second 
loop. 
Thus, in the process of optimization the returns from the interaction and 
those from the loops connected have to be combined before being merged 
into the main serial system. The optimal return from the interaction can be 
combined into any one of the two loops connected to it. In either case, 
however, the combined return with one loop needs to be aggregated with 
the other loop. Thus, the aggregated return becomes a function of the 
inputs and outputs of the loops connected to the main serial system. The 
aggregated return of the system in Fig. 3.6 is a function of four variables 
-‘CO1 3 XM,l9 -x02 and x,+,>~. It will then be merged into the main serial process 
at one of the convergence or divergence nodes of the loops. Here, the 
optimal absorption node can be determined. 
Note that in Fig. 3.6, two loops are independent without the interaction 
and the reduced system can be optimized as a single-loop system. Thus, it 
may be concluded that the interaction between loops drastically increases 
the computational dimensionality of the system. The first and second loops 
in Fig. 3.6, respectively, call for three- and four-dimensional memory space, 
if the return from the interaction is combined to the first loop and then 
aggregated with the second loop. 
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3.4.2. Multi-Interactive Loop Systems 
We conclude this paper by examining the effects of multi-interaction in a 
loop system. Each interaction may or may not have nodes in it. To simplify 
our network system we assume no interactions have nodes as shown in 
Figs. 3.7 and 3.8. 
For the system with r interactions as in Fig. 3.8, we present a partition- 
ing scheme of the nodes in the loops such that if the nodes in the loops are 
processed in the order of the partitioning, the system can be optimized as 
the single interactive loop system of Section 3.4.1. Let cij be the converging 
stage in jth loop of the ith interactive loop and Q’ be the corresponding 
diverging node. Then, if cj < ckj, cij -C dkj, djj < ckj, and dij < dkj, for 
i < k, the system can be optimized as the single interactive loop system by 
applying the following partitioning algorithm for the nodes in the loops. 
Node Partitioning Algorithm 
Initialization. Let m, =m2 = 0 and k = 0. If the first interaction con- 
verges into the first loop, let j= 1. Otherwise, let j= 2. 
Step 1. Replace k with k + 1, and go to Step 2. 
Step 2. Replace mj with mj+ 1. 
If mij=crj or mij=d,j, go to Step 3. 
If mij#cij and mjj= drj, for all i, let the node m,jE Pk and repeat 
this step. 
If m,j= cij, for any i, then let m,jE Pk, replace j with 
mod(j, 2)* + l(1) and go to Step 1. 
If m,j= dij, for any i, then if d,-- ,j~ Pk, replacej with mod(j, 2) + 1 
and go to step 1. Otherwise, if dip ,jg Pk, let dijE Pk and repeat this step. 
Step 3. Let mjjE P,. 
If mj= Mj, fo j= 1, 2, then stop. All nodes in the loops are par- 
titioned. 
If mj = M, and mmod(j,2)+, # MmodoZJ+ i, then replace j with 
mod(j, 2) + 1 and go to Step 1. 
If mj # M,, then replace mj with mj + 1 and repeat Step 3. 
The above procedure partitions all the stages in the loops in such a way 
that if an optimization is applied to the nodes in the order of PI,..., P,, the 
multi-interactive loop system is optimized as the single interactive loop 
system. The variable related with each interactive loop is eliminated when 
the optimization process alternates from a set Pk in one loop to the next set 
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P k+, of the other loop. Thus, using this partitioning algorithm, no two 
interaction variables can be carried in the stage return function 
simultaneously. Hence, the maximum number of variables in the return 
function becomes five; two variables from each loop and one interaction 
variable. 
To illustrate the above partitioning algorithm we present the following 
example. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider a multi-interactive loop system in Fig. 3.7. Sup- 
pose the system has three interactions, i.e., r = 3. Then the procedure leads 
to the following five partitions: 
P, = {ll, 21,..., c1 1); 
Pl = { 12, 22,..., d,2 ,..., d,- 1, 2); 
P, = {c, + 1, l)...) c2 1); 
Pq= id22 ,.... c,2 ,.,., M,2); 
and 
P, = { c2 + 1, l,..., d, I ,..., M, 1 j. 
Thus far, we have examined multi-interactions where the divergence and 
convergence nodes of each interaction satisfy the precedence conditions. In 
general multi-interaction systems (see Fig. 3.8). however, the interaction 
variables cannot be eliminated from the stage return function before 
reaching the corresponding divergence or convergence node. Hence, the 
computational storage demand will be much greater than the system in 
Fig. 3.7. 
4. C~NCLUS~ON 
We have shown how to analyze various forms of nonserial dynamic 
programming networks with complex loop strutures. In particular, we con- 
sidered both space and computational complexity issues that arise in 
numerical solution of such systems. A decomposition principle allows us to 
optimize the loop system very efficiently. An algorithm is presented for 
processing multi-loop systems including situations with overlapping and 
nonoverlapping structures. 
For dependent multi-loop systems, the storage demand for the main 
serial system depends on the choice of the node at which the combined 
loop return is absorbed. An algorithm is presented for selecting the optimal 
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absorption node. For interactive systems, it is instructive to employ the 
node partitioning algorithm presented in this paper. To aid in the efficient 
analysis of a complex network, one needs to determine the optimal set of 
nodes in the main serial chain. This issue is taken up in a forthcoming 
paper. 
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